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This month’s KPMG Global Indirect Tax Brief brings you the latest news
on indirect tax developments from around the world. As indirect tax rates
continue to increase and the rules become more complex, maintaining an
awareness of changes in this area is critical to ensure that they are
implemented, reported and managed appropriately.

Here you will find briefings on key news, events and thought leadership
submitted by tax professionals in KPMG member firms globally. You can
further the discussion on the topics of your choice by sharing articles on
your social media networks or join us in our tax discussion group on
LinkedIn.

In this issue:

Americas — Asia Pacific — EMA

Americas

 Canada: CRA reviewing voluntary disclosures program
Share this on  
 
Canada: Deadline for missed input tax credits of financial institutions
for 2014 — 30 June 2017
Share this on  
 
Canada: GST information returns of financial institutions due 30 June
Share this on  
 
Canada: New QST rules, financial institutions in Quebec
Share this on  
 
Canada: Proposed delay of application of PST to insurance
premiums in Saskatchewan
Share this on  
 
Canada: Reminder for insurers; deadline for GST/HST recovery paid
and related to cross-border reinsurance with affiliates
Share this on  
 
Canada: Update on trade agreement with EU, would eliminate tariffs
Share this on  
 
Costa Rica: Electronic invoices issued in foreign language, other
currencies
Share this on  
 
Mexico: Online digital tax voucher
Share this on  
 
Mexico: Update on taxpayers’ 'electronic accounting' requirements
Share this on  
 

For Trade and Customs TaxNewsFlash articles click here

 

Asia Pacific

 India: Dividend distribution tax; GST input credit matching
Share this on  
 
Japan: Proposed customs declarations regime for AEO-approved
importers, exporters
Share this on  
 
Thailand: Extension of time, corporate taxpayers filing audited
accounts electronically
Share this on  
 
UAE: Excise tax on tobacco, energy and carbonated drinks, other
goods
Share this on  

EMA

 Czech Republic: VAT relating to transfers of property securing loans
Share this on  
 
EU: Free trade agreement with Singapore must be concluded by EU
and Member States acting together (CJEU judgment)
Share this on  
 
EU: Summary of recent CJEU judgments; infringement procedures
and referrals to CJEU
Share this on  
 
Finland: Post-graduate degree offered by UK university is VAT-
exempt
Share this on  
 
France: Criteria for tax information requests of EU Member States
(CJEU judgment)
Share this on  
 
France: VAT-payers must use certified software systems beginning
2018
Share this on  
 
Germany: Binding rulings applying to several taxpayers
Share this on  
 
Germany: VAT newsletter, hot topics and issues in indirect taxation
Share this on  
 
Italy: Patent box regime change excludes trademarks from tax
benefits
Share this on  
 
Kenya: Tax measures in Finance Bill 2017
Share this on  
 
Kenya: VAT regulations (2017)
Share this on  
 
Luxembourg: VAT exemption on services provided to group
members; CJEU judgment
Share this on  
 
Netherlands: Proposal to extend VAT adjustment rules to 'expensive
services'
Share this on  
 
Netherlands: Review of tax developments concerning financial
services sector
Share this on  
 
Nigeria: Interest rate for unpaid or late payment of taxes
Share this on  
 
OECD: International VAT/GST guidelines
Share this on  
 
Poland: Standard tax audit file, transmittal of bank information
Share this on  
 
Poland: Verification of VAT returns submitted using software tool
Share this on  
 
Romania: VAT changes concern electronic services, capital goods,
other areas
Share this on  
 
Slovakia: Draft changes to VAT law introduced
Share this on  
 
South Africa: Defining 'resident' for VAT and income tax purposes
Share this on  
 
Sweden: Tax on certain chemicals effective 1 July 2017
Share this on  
 
Sweden: VAT exemption regarding management of investment funds
Share this on  
 
Sweden: VAT deduction allowed for consultancy services on
restructuring
Share this on  
 
Sweden: Warehouser registration under 'chemical tax' deadline 1
July 2017
Share this on  
 
UK: Failure to prevent the facilitation of tax evasion, new law
Share this on  
 
UK: Appeal dismissed; VAT treatment of utilities in holiday
accommodation
Share this on  
 

Learn more about KPMG Global Indirect Tax Services

Of further interest:

— Global Indirect Tax Outlook – 2017 and beyond

— India’s new GST: the countdown is on

— Gulf Cooperation Council states gear up for VAT in 2018 – Will you
be ready?

— Getting down to business with indirect tax article series

— Don’t underestimate BEPS’ impact on indirect tax

— Will the US implement a VAT?

— Regional indirect tax country guides (Asia-Pacific, Africa and the
Americas)

— 2016 Global Trade Management Survey

— Going Beyond the Data article series
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